
Scientists reveal way deadly virus hijacks cells - and a way to stop it

25 July 2019

After announcing Luca Fiorenza and Justin Adams' Nature paper last week, on the nurturing behaviours of
one of our early evolutionary ancestors, it was great to see the social media world really jump on the story
and fill everyone's Twitter feed! At the risk of sounding like a very recent descendent of Luca and Justin's
favourite fossil specimen, Australopithecus africanus, I do find it absolutely remarkable how
communication has evolved in such a short time-frame–Twitter is now one of my main channels for
discovering the latest papers, and that's without even trying! So to anyone else out there still relying on a
regular PubMed search, I'd definitely be thinking about moving over to the new regime! In fact, this
newsletter provides news on Monash's training in this space and in a new initiative, the Monash BDI will
soon be calling for social media ambassadors to help spread the good news. 

This week we are back in the world of infection, with a great paper published in eLife from David Jans and
MengJie Hu on how the life-threatening respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) attacks it's host cells.
Understanding the incredible molecular tricks pathogens play to gain access to our cells is what's needed
to find the next generation of medicines to prevent infection. 

Our natural response to infection is, of course, mediated by the immune system and our Monash Antibody
Technologies Facility (MATF) is a fabulous resource. Read the latest about the platform below, including
some great capabilities enabled by our own Monash BDI antibody wizard and industry fellow, Remy
Robert.

Best wishes
John Carroll
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Scientists reveal way deadly virus hijacks cells - and a way to stop it
Monash BDI researchers Professor David Jans and Dr MengJie Hu have discovered that a drug
being trialled clinically for other diseases may also be effective for treating respiratory syncytial
virus (RSV). Published in eLife, the team found a key mechanism in the way RSV attacked host
cells, opening up the possibility of developing more treatments. Using sophisticated dyes and
quantitative imaging technologies, Dr Hu revealed the interface between the virus and
mitochondria. Read more.

News

Cross-channel training 
Monash's Strategic Marketing and Communications team invites
you to attend their new, wide-ranging training sessions. Cross-
channel training is designed to further Monash experts' thought
leadership, and will cover numerous topics, including: media
training, social influencer training, writing for social media, thought
leadership pitching and writing for Lens, digital content creation,
storytelling across media. You're welcome to attend some or all of
the modules on the day. Register your interest for an upcoming
session. See the program of sessions here.

Industry engagement

Biomedical Translation Bridge Program
Expressions of Interest now open

The Biomedical Translation Bridge (BTB) Program is an initiative of the Medical Research Future Fund
(MRFF), providing up to $1 million, matched dollar-for-dollar, to nurture the translation of new therapies,
technologies and medical devices through to the proof of concept stage. 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/42448
https://www.monash.edu/discovery-institute/news-and-events/news/2019-articles/scientists-reveal-way-deadly-virus-hijacks-cells-and-a-way-to-stop-it
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdaJBjUC40JhwlkcVJM2o_1uQKUBvTYk761Mlbru0iev5tPOw/viewform
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x0zIwrN95se_3XSlwNopFi_Do2GimTCs/view


The BTB Program is operated by MTPConnect, in partnership with preeminent organisations engaged in
the translation and commercialisation of health and medical research: BioCurate, Uniquest, the Medical
Device Partnering Program, and the Bridge and BridgeTech programs.

This program will accept applications that address all disease areas and any therapeutic modality. The
BTB Program will fund research and development projects to progress novel therapeutics or medical
devices to achieve proof of concept. There must be a clear value proposition for the proposed product and
differentiating features from currently available solutions.

We encourage anyone thinking of applying to first speak to Karen McConalogue, Director of MRFF
Initiatives at Monash, to ensure all eligibility criteria is met.

To view the guidelines, FAQs and how to apply, follow this link. Be sure to also listen to the podcast to
gain further insight into the program. EOI applications close 5pm, 16 August 2019.

Platforms update

Monash AntibodyTechnologies Facility (MATF)

MATF recently celebrated its tenth birthday as a Monash platform. In the past year or so, there have been
a number of personnel and service changes. Professor Mark Sleeman, MATF's former Scientific Director,
has returned to Regeneron in New York. Dr Hayley Ramshaw, Facility Manager, is now the point of
contact.

MATF is a one-stop-shop for development of monoclonal antibodies, from immunisation to purified
immunoglobulin. Now, in collaboration with Dr Remy Robert, there is expertise for isotype switching,
humanisation and affinity maturation of antibodies for therapeutic development.

A new line on offer includes a catalogue of commonly used monoclonal antibodies. MATF have purified
aliquots of antibodies to phosphotyrosine (clone 4G10) c-myc (9E10), GST (MATF1001), GFP
(MATF1000), FLAG (M2), murine CD4 (GK1.5) and murine CD8 (53.6-72) all at great prices for Monash
and other academic researchers. Download the product overview sheet for more information.

In addition to antibodies, MATF also runs the RoboCore platform. If automation would help your project
progress more efficiently, please talk to them to see how they can apply their Tecan Fluent or Freedom
Evo liquid handling platforms to your work.

Come to visit the facility for a look around or to discuss your antibody/automation needs with Hayley and
the rest of the team at MATF.

Events and seminars

Quiet writing time for ECRs and PhD students
Every Monday and Wednesday 

Discovery lecture: Associate Professor Olivia Carter 
Thursday 25 July 
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Monash BDI ECR Christmas in July
Thursday 25 July

Discovery seminar: Dr David Wink
Tuesday 30 July

Monash BDI staff briefing - Group Leaders
Tuesday 30 July 

Discovery lecture: Professor Christopher C Goodnow
Thursday 1 August 

Monash BDI staff briefing - ECRs and PhD students
Thursday 1 August

Monash Biomedical Imaging seminar: Professor Alex Fornito
Thursday 8 August

Discovery seminar: Dr Gonzalo Del Monte-Nieto 
Tuesday 13 August

Discover seminar: Dr Libby Cowgill
Friday 16 August 

14th World Congress on Inflammation
Sunday 15 September to Wednesday 19 September

ACTA International Clinical Trial Conference 
Wednesday 2 October to  Saturday 5 October 

DOHaD 2019
Sunday 20 October to Wednesday 23 October 

Publications

Have you had a paper accepted for publication? It's never too early to let the media and

communications team know at bdi-news@monash.edu

Please note only BDI-affiliated authors are listed with their publication below

The Role of Conformational Dynamics in Abacavir-Induced Hypersensitivity Syndrome
(Fodor J, Riley BT, Kass I Buckle AM, Borg NA)

AgarFix: simple and accessible stabilization of challenging single-particle cryo-EM specimens through
crosslinking in a matrix of agar
(Adamus K, Le SN, Elmlund H, Boudes M, Elmlund D)

Activin A-induced cachectic wasting is attenuated by systemic delivery of its cognate propeptide in male
mice
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(Walton KL, Chen JL, Arnold Q, Gregorevic P, Harrison CA) 

Sensitization to immune checkpoint blockade through activation of a STAT1/NK axis in the tumor
microenvironment
(Schuster IS, Degli-Esposti MA)

Author Correction: Atlas of group A streptococcal vaccine candidates compiled using large-scale
comparative genomics
(Lithgow T) 

Funding and opportunities

Information from the Faculty Research Office
MRFF – Accelerated Research – Congenital Heart Disease – now open

The Genomics Health Futures Mission – Flagships Pathogen Genomics grant opportunity now open

Fresh Science 2019 – nominations now open

Fulbright Specialist Program – call for Expressions of Interest (EOI)

Committed to excellence in discovery research, the newly established Monash Biomedicine

Discovery Institute brings together more than 120 internationally-renowned research teams

into six health-focussed programs. Our researchers are supported by world-class facilities

and infrastructure, and partner with industry, clinicians and researchers internationally to

enhance lives through discovery.
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